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We consider an interpolation and a uniform approximation problem for certain 
mappings from S’ into itself. The problems are reduced to ones for the corre- 
sponding functions from [0, 11 into iw. The paper derives simple examples, which 
might be interesting from the following two points: “algorithms on groups (not 
linear spaces)” and “optimality-preserving problem transformations.” o 1989 AC- 
ademic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Suppose we wish to interpolate or approximate mappings f from the 
l-dimensional sphere S* into itself. Information is fixed and consists of IZ 
values offat equally distributed points. For such problems group homo- 
morphic optimal and strongly optimal algorithms are derived. 
To solve the “original” problems for mappingsf: S1 + S’ with given 
information, let us reduce them to the “transformed” problems for func- 
tions k: [0, l] + 0%. We can obtain the information for the transformed 
problems by “lifting” the original information. So we can consider the 
transformed problems, for which linear optimal and strongly optimal algo- 
rithms are known (see, e.g., Traub and Woiniakowski, 1980). The map- 
pings n: induced by the universal covering mapping 7~: R ---) S’ (i = 1, 2) 
maps algorithms for the transformed problems to algorithms for the origi- 
nal problems. We show that 7~7 preserve the optimality and strong opti- 
mality of algorithms. The cardinality N of the original information must be 
large enough to lift it. Note that the cardinality of the transformed infor- 
mation is n + 1. 
We summarize the contents of this paper. In Section 1, preliminaries 
are given. We define the transformed and original problems in Sections 2 
and 3, respectively. In Section 4, we lift the original information (Lemma 
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4.2). . : mappings 7~7 are defined in Section 5. Group homomorphic 
optimal and strongly optimal algorithms are derived in Sections 6 to 9. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let F, Y, and G be sets and let F. be a subset of F. We assume that G 
has the metric d,(. , e). Mapping S: F + G and mapping N: F -+ Y are 
called a solution mapping and an information mapping, respectively. Sup- 
pose that the information Nf is exactly given for each f E F. We wish to 
approximate Sfusing NfwherefE FO (see Traub et al., 1983, 1988; Traub 
and Woiniakowski, 1980); i.e., we consider the problem (F, Fo, N, S). 
By an algorithm, we mean a mapping from NF, (or a subset of Y, which 
includes NFo) into G. 
For each y E NF,, we define the local error of C#I by 
ed$, N, s, Y> = sup{dG($f, $y)lf E Fo, Nf = Y) 
and the local radius of N by 
rr(N, S, y) = inf{ey(+, N, S, y)l& any algorithm}. 
We call 4 a strongly optimal algorithm if and only if 
edtb, N, S, Y> = TY( Y> for any y E NFo. 
We also define the (global) error of + by 
44, N, 9 = sw{ed$, N, S, Y)IY E NFO), 
and the (global) radius of N by 
r(N, S) = inf(e(4, N, S)~C#X any algorithm}. 
We call C#I an optimal algorithm if and only if 
db, N, N = NV, 0 
If F, Y, and G are groups and 4 (or N, S) is a group homomorphism, 4 
(or N, S) is called a group homomorphic algorithm (or information map- 
ping, solution mapping). 
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2. THE TRANSFORMED PROBLEMS (K,Ko,~,~i,t(~~~,pp)) 
First define a linear space K and a balanced convex subset K. of K. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let M be a fixed positive constant: 
Define the linear information mapping A: K + P = Rn+’ by 
fik = [k(O), k (;), . . . , k (+), k(l)], 
where n is a positive integer such that IZ > 2M. 
Let eI = DB and & = L,[O, l] with the norm Ilk/l = sup{lk(x)(: 0 S x 5 I} 
for k E &. We consider the linear solution mappings Sint: K + (?I = R or 
&p,: K + 62 defined by 
1 
Sint k s k(& whereOSx,,< 1, 
sappk = k. 
Let S = min{(xO - (i - 1)/n/: i = 1, 2, . . . , 12 + 1) and i0 be the integer 
such that Ix0 - (i,, - 1)/n] = 6. If Ix0 - (j - 1)/n] = lx,, -j/n] = 6 for some 
integer j, let io = j + 1. We define ir by 
{ 
i0 ifio=1,2,. . .,n, il 5 
1 if i. = n + 1. 
3. THE ORIGINAL PROBLEMS (F, Fo, N, Sint (OR S,,)) 
Let c R ---, S’ be the universal covering mapping defined by r(x) = 
exp(26x) for x E R. The restriction mapping ?T]~o,,~ of v on [0, 11 is also 
denoted by V. Define the metric &I (n, a) on S’ by 
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for 0 5 x1, x2 s 1. We remark that 
0 5 dsl(?T(x,), 4x2)) d t. 
We provide a product + on S1 by I + 4x2) = 7r(xr + x2) for xl, 
x2 E R. S1 is an abelian group with this product. 
We define P and fiO in the following definition, then F and F. in the next. 
DEFINITION 3.1. 
P = {k E I@(O) E [O, l), k(0) - k(1) E Z}, 
I;=0 = P f-l Ko = {k E &l/t(O) E [O, l), k(0) - k(1) E Z}. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A mappingj S’ + S’ belongs to the set F (or Fo) if 
and only if there exists f E P (or pO) such that rr . f = f. rr (see Fig. 1). 
The abovefis unique for eachf. We provide a product + on F by (f + g) 
(n(x)) = f(~(x)) + g(r(x)) for f, g E F. F is an abelian group with this 
product. 
Define the group homomorphic information mapping N: F + Y = Tn = 
S’ x . . . x fj’ by 
Let G1 = S1 with the metric d,, (e, a) = &l(*, *) and G2 = {flf: S’ --f 9) 
with the metric do,(ft, f2) = sup{&l(fi(~(x)), f2(7r(x)))lO 5 x < l}. Define 
the group homomorphic solution mappings Sint: F + G1 and S,,,: F + G2 
by 
with x0 defined in Section 2, 
S’ * s’ 
FIGURE 1 
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4. LIFTING OF THE INFORMATION 
In this section, we lift the information iv” i.e., we construct the infor- 
mation &” with Nf where f E FO. 
Remark 4.1. For? E P, it holds that 
~((~~)i) = 
(Wh ifi = 1,2,. . . , 12, 
W-h ifi= 12 + 1. 
IffE FO, the following lemma allows us to lift the information Nfto the 
information #. 
LEMMA 4.2. There exists a transfer mapping &, from NFo onto I’%‘0 
such that 
4d!f) = fi. where f E FO. 
Proof. We define &, inductively on i, the order of components of fi$ 
Step 1. Consider all q(1, j) such that q(l, j) E rr-‘(f(?r(O))), where 
q(l, j) E [j,j + I), and j E E. Note that r(f(0)) = f(40)) and f(O) 
E [O, 1). So&f(O) = q(1, 0). 
Step (i + 1) (1 5 i 5 n - 1). Assume that we have obtained 
m, . . . ,f<i - 1)/n) byf(dW, . . . , f(d(i - 1)/n)). We wish to find 
f(iln). 
Consider all q(i + 1, j) such that q(i + 1, j) E wl(f(vr(i/n))), where 
q(i + 1, j) E [j, j + l), and j E Z. Let 
i- I 
d = min f - 
I( 1 n - 46 + l,j) jEZ 
(= 2; If(y) - {q(i + 1, 0) + j}i). 
Then there exists j, E Z such that 
i- 1 I( ) f-- - q(i + 1, jO) = d. 
If d < 4, j, is unique. By the definition off, &i/n)) = f(r(i/n)). So there 
exists one, and only one, z, E Z such that q(i + 1, z) =.f<i/n>. SincefE FO 
and n > 2M, we have 
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d = I?(+) - 4G + l,j,)l S If(?) - q(i + 1, z)/ < i. 
By the definition and uniqueness ofj,, it holds that q(i + l&) = q(i + 1, z) 
= f(i/n). 
Step (n +-1). Let q(n +- l,j) T q(l,j). We can obtain the (n + 1)th 
component f(1) (such that f(0) - f(1) E Z) of iVf in a manner similar to 
that in Step (i + 1). This completes the proof. n 
We provide the following proposition about &. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. The mapping &: NFO-+ &fiO is a continuous, local 
homomorphism, where by local homomorphism we mean that &( y1 + y2) 
= MYI) + &(Yz),~o~ any YI, YZ E NFo such that YI + ~2 E NF,. We 
cannot extend & to a continuous homomorphism from the group Tn. 
5. THE DEFINITIONS OF THE MAPPINGS 7~: 
In this section, we define the mappings m? (i = 1, 2), which map algo- 
rithms for the transformed problems to algorithms for the original prob- 
lems. 
For the solution mappings, the following holds. 
(transformed) (original) 
FIGURE 2 
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FIGURE 3 
Remark 5.1. For any f E F and any x E [0, I], it holds that 
d$nt.h = df(~O)) = f(d~O)) = Sintf, 
ds,,,j-(x)> = &f(x)) = f(T(X)) = S,,f(r(x)). 
Let 17”: fig0 +- NFo be the IZ product of r. Define the mappings ~7, i = 
1, 2, as (see Figs. 2 and 3) 
We study some properties of 7rT in Sections 6 to 9. 
6. THE INTERPOLATION PROBLEM (F,Fo,N, SinJ (i) 
In this section, we show that rf preserve: optimality of an algorithm. 
First consider the problem (K, Kj, A, Sint). By Smolyak’s theorem 
(Smolyak, 1965), the algorithm &,: Y --* 6, defined by 
&(&k) E (fik);, = k 
is a linear optimal algorithm and has the error 
(see, e.g., Traub and Wozniakowski, 1980). The following holds. 
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THEOREM 5.1. The mapping rr preserves the optimal@ of &. And 
we can extend +I0 = VT(&) to a group homomorphic optimal algorithm 
4x*,. These two have the same error: 
Proof. 
4&V) = di,,(@)) = PC? (v)) = f (7~ (q)) = (Nf);,. 
We will find out the error of &*,. 
e(&,, N, Sint) = SUP f~Fof,E2$F=Nf dG,(Sintfi 7 4dNf)) 
(1) 
= sup SUP l&n&l - &,(~.)I 
fEFo k,EK&‘kl=flf 
(2) 
<a (3) 
By (3) we can use = instead of S in (1). For (2), 5 can also be written =. 
Indeed, the reverse inequality holds, because 
Thus 
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We prove that &, is an optimal algorithm. Consider any algorithm 4: 
TFo 4 GI such that e($, N, Sint) < a. There exists an algorithm 4: NPo + 
Gl such that $J = rr r(4). Since e(4,* Iv, Sint) < t and (.@l - &( < 1 for any 
&,l?2 ,E {_Sint.h EAelfi E Ko, Nfi = Nf) for anyfE Fo, we can choose 4 so 
that (Sintf - &Nf)J < f. Thus 
= suP &,(fl (~intf) 9 ?T (4(O))) 
fEFa,Nf=O 
= SUP [3iJ- &O)l = SUP ]3i&u - &O)l 
fEFi,,Nf=O kE&Nk=O 
Therefore r& is an optimal algorithm. 
We extend &.0: NFo ---, G, to 4x6: Y - G1 defined by 4,*,(Nf) E (Nf)i,. By 
the definitions of error and $J:, 4**, is a group homomorphic optimal 
algorithm. n 
7. THE INTERPOLATION PROBLEM (F,Fo, N, Si”J (ii) 
In this section, we show that r: preserves the strong optimality of an 
algorithm. 
First consider the problem (K, Ko, A, Siint). The following is known 
(see, e.g., Traub and Woiniakowski, 1980). For each Nk, let rl and t2 be 
the two perfect splines of degree 1 such that N(ti(Nk)) = #k, i = 1,2, and 
their slopes are +M. Define the function c(&k): [O, l] + R by 
c(fik)(x) = t&(&k)(x) + @k)(x)). 
Define the algorithm &: lirKo + 53 by 
n A  
&(Nk) = c(Nk)(xo). 
Then I$: is a strongly optimal algorithm. Its error and local error are 
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The following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 7.1. The mapping r F preserves the strong optimal@ of 4:. 
4’ = rT($E) is a continuous strongly optimal algorithm. We cannot 
extend 4: to a continuous mapping from Y to G1 ifxo f i/n for any i E (0, 
1 7. * -3 n - 1). 4: has the respective error and local error of 
and 
ey(d$‘, N, Sint, Nf) = fltlUV)(xo) - tz(fif)(x,)I. 
Proof. 
We will find out the local error of 4;. For any f E Fo, 
edbE, N, Sint, Nf) = SUP &,(~intfi 7 +$‘(Nf )) 
fiEFo.Nfl=Nf 
(4) 
Inequality (5) enables us to use = instead of S in (4). Thus 
eMi, N, Sint, Nf) = e&C, fi, gint, N?) 
= iltdfi.h) - wwh>I. 
We prove that 4: is a strongly optimal algorithm. Take any f E FO and 
fix it. Consider any algorithm d,: NFo+ G1 such that ey(4,, N, Sint, Nf) < 
4. For each 4, there exists an alg@hm &;:-fi-fi,, + 6, such that Q1= 7~ T(d) 
and I$intfi - &fifij < 4 where Nf, = Nf, fi E I&. Thus 
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= sup 
fiEFoJ%=N! 
Therefore C#J: is a strongly optimal algorithm. Thus it is optimal, so 
(4Ey NY Sint) = ~4. ‘ 
8. THE APPROXIMATION PROBLEM (F, FO, S,,) (i) 
In this section, we show that ~2* preserves the optimality of an algo- 
rithm. 
First consider the problem (K, K,,, fi, gap&. By the corollary of Smol- 
yak’s theorem (Smolyak, 1965), the following holds (see, e.g., Traub and 
Woiniakowski, 1980). The algorithm @P: P-+ C& defined by 
@P(l&)(x) = &(Nk) 
is linear and optimal and has the error 
et@,, fi, Sap,> = g. 
We have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8.1. The mapping rr; preserves the optimal@ of @P. And 
we can extend @‘P = 7~ f(&‘P) to a group homomorphic optimal algorithm 
c#J“P*. These two have the same error: 
eWp*, N, Sap,) = e(@‘P, N, Sap,) = g. 
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9. THE APPROXIMATION PROBLEM (F, FO, N, S,,) (ii) 
In this section, we show that 7~; preserves the strong optimality of an 
algorithm. 
For the problem (K, &, fi, &,,), the following is known (see, e.g., 
Traub and Wofniakowski, 1980). Define the algorithm I$? fi& + e2 by 
with c defined in Section 6. Then @“ is a strongly optimal algorithm. Its 
error and local error are respectively 
and 
We have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 9.1. The mapping IT; preserves the strong optima&y of @‘. 
c#?” = r;(p) is a continuous strongly optimal algorithm. We cannot 
extend c#P to a continuous mapping from Y to Gz. The algorithm $P has 
the respective error and the local error of 
and 
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